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Enterprise

Regulatory Compliance - Stay in compliance with the Sunshine Act, NCI and 
other regulations, and always be able to pull necessary data and reports to 
easily send to regulatory bodies.

Document Management - With just a few clicks upload and store study 
documents that can be accessed in a moment’s notice. Never worry about your 
trial documents, and dedicate more time to managing clinical research.

System Integration - Collaborate with your trial locations in real time through  
integrations or via partner portals. Integrate your EDC, EMR, and 
biospecimen software with Clinical Conductor.

Reports & Metrics - Have all of your trial data from all of your departments 
and complex studies automatically organized into clear, real-time reports that 
let you make more educated decisions that propel your business forward.

Study Enrollment - Use your integrated EMR technology to always know who 
is in your hospital and who qualifies for your studies. That way, you can fully 
enroll studies with the right patients more easily and in less time.

Visit www.clinicalconductor.com for more information!

Project Management - Utilize project management tools designed for 
research to track complex study progress across departments in real time. Set 
up configurable milestones for each study and site, and stay on schedule. 

Partner Selection - Always select the right departments and locations for a 
study based on a variety of factors including experience, therapeutic areas, 
timeliness of reporting or payment, location and more.  

Billing Compliance - Ensure billing compliance and manage finances from 
one centralized location. Track study payments, create multiple charge 
masters and manage industry and grant finances for oncology and more.

Reach your true potential! Clinical Conductor CTMS centralizes all trial management 
activity being conducted across multiple departments. Streamline project management, ensure billing 
compliance, setup individualized study budgets, track grant and industry payments and ensure regulatory 
compliance. Integrate EDC and EMR systems with Clinical Conductor to improve operations. 

Improve Accuracy Increase CommunicationReduce Time Spent on Each Study


